Insight into the mechanism of dopamine D1-like receptor activation. Evidence for a molecular interplay between the third extracellular loop and the cytoplasmic tail.
A chimeric D1A dopaminergic receptor harboring the cytoplasmic tail (CT) of the D1B subtype (D1A-CTB) has been used previously to show that CT imparts high dopamine (DA) affinity and constitutive activity to the D1B receptors. However, the D1A-CTB chimera, unlike the D1B subtype, exhibits a significantly lower DA potency for stimulating adenylyl cyclase and a drastically lower maximal binding capacity (Bmax). Here, using a functional complementation of chimeric D1-like receptors, we have identified the human D1B receptor regions regulating the intramolecular relationships that lead to an increased DA potency and contribute to Bmax. We demonstrate that the addition of variant residues of the third extracellular loop (EL3) of the human D1B receptor into D1A-CTB chimera leads to a constitutively active mutant receptor displaying an increased DA affinity, potency, and Bmax. These results strongly suggest that constitutively active D1-like receptors can adopt multiple active conformations, notably one that confers increased DA affinity with decreased DA potency and Bmax and another that imparts increased DA affinity with a strikingly increased DA potency and Bmax. Overall, we show that a novel molecular interplay between EL3 and CT regulates multiple active conformations of D1-like receptors and may have potential implications for other G protein-coupled receptor classes.